
Guess who did this...
Guess Who 2.0


Find out which name belongs to which person by clicking on the picture. 

The better you are, the more points you get. 



Attention: Time is running!

Celine
# Company Profiles

# Payment

# Playing by Categories

# Additional Info (hobbies, etc. )

# Progress Bar

# Internal Highscore

Onboarding at a new comapny during home office? 

“Guess Who” is a game to get to know your new colleagues easily.


Ivo
 Nina


GUESS WHO



Shopify Christmas Reward Game
Steps Shopify Store Owner 

1. Install my App (the applications installs all necessary 
scripts in the background) 

2. Configure settings (see right) 
3. Insert HTML Element with configured ID 

4. 🎉  Working Christmas Game in your Shopify Store 

DEMO
Enduser: https://codespherexmalt.myshopify.com/ (password: 123321 , takes 3s to load atm) 

Shop-Admin: https://codespherexmalt.myshopify.com/ (I need to invite you by email to the Shopify 
dasboard. If you want to have access reach out to me on slack Bruno Krauss)

https://codespherexmalt.myshopify.com/
https://codespherexmalt.myshopify.com/


Join the DINO family!  
Watching your meals has never been 

so easy 🍎

Diet Essentials for Nutritional Optimisation



You tired of wasting money on impulsive purchase in the supermarket. 
You want to maintain healthy lifestyle but don't always have time to plan your meals. 

🤔  Sounds familiar? 

Don't worry! DENO is to the rescue. 

We'll help you solve all the problems with planning your daily meals and impulsive purchase of 
unhealthy food. 

🤗  Join DENO family to get access to: 

✅  Simple healthy meal planning  

✅  Health and weight support  

✅  Meals suggestions according to your weight goal 

✅  Easy food search by location 



We are offering you: 

🕵  Simple calories calculator to count the required number of calories and nutrition 
factors to keep your body health and beauty. 

🥘  Best recipes for delicious and balanced meals according to your body factors and your 
weight goal. 

📍 Locations of stores near you to check the availability of the groceries you need for your 
daily healthy eating plan. 

Are you a grocery provider? 

👪  Become a DENO partner to get a chance to increase the number of your customers.



#DISABLEJUNKFOOD

Pushkar Adhikari, Enrico Gruner &
Silvio Endruhn



Challenge@HomeOffice

• no lunch break with colleagues
• only junk food every day
• no team events
• talking only about work on the telephone



Solution@HomeOffice

•live cooking event with colleagues
•one member of the team chooses recipe
•2-3 days in advance the member shares the
recipe so you can organize the ingredients
•one member shows how to cook the meal
•everybody should activate their video
•all members cook together and interact



Eating@HomeOffice

•after cooking you can have a virtual lunch 
break together
•you have time to talk about something 
different than work
•eating in groups with a maximum of 5 
people might be useful

Have fun cooking and eating together!



VOTE FOR 
#DISABLEJUNKFOOD

Pushkar Adhikari, Enrico Gruner &
Silvio Endruhn



GARRELT BECKER, 25
Computer Science B.Sc. & Fullstack-Developer 
CIO 

PHILIPP GORDETZKI, 25
Industrial Engineering and Management M.Sc
CFO

LUKAS KUHL, 24
Economical Computer Science B.Sc
CEO

THE PROBLEM

Working in the home office leads to less 
physical activity and social interaction. 
Employees just sit in front of their home PC 
and no longer walk to work, meetings, meals 
or the coffee kitchen.

OUR SOLUTION

sports-with-me uses gamification to encourage users to 
engage in sports and share their experiences. The collective 
completion of challenges creates motivation and a feeling that 
is otherwise lost in the home office.

HOW IT WORKS

We use Meteor to build a fast and scaling application, offering
multiple users and social interaction.

TRY IT OUT

During the hack-at-home event we developed a 
testable demo, encouraging you to do sit-ups and 
pushups with your co-workers.

INVESTEMENT OPPORTUNITES

We need 25.000 € to kickstart sports-with-me. In 
exchange we offer shares of our enterprise.



Virtual Cubicles
Why does home working suck?

● There is an extremely high communication overhead

● Where are the lunch talks and my social life?

● I cannot leave work at work anymore!

Our Solution:

● We mimic the real working environment

● We show the state of every employee so that we know 

when we can talk to our colleagues 

● We have virtual coffees together!!! 



Problems of remote employees

Solution

Business Model

A platform where employees can meet for coffee break 

● 73% miss socializing in person
● 37% miss having a daily routine
● no good coffee at home

Product

Coffee
Supplier

HomeCaf
takes 10%

Your 
company

20%

Team 
members

  Happy employees 
  → more productivity
  → mental health

10%

You got 10% off in our marketplace             
→ send goodies to your employees for free                    
→ they meet at our platform 



𝜶ggregate.  0ptimize.
Number of devices which to 
collect personal data rise 

Digital tools allow us to 
aggregate these data central  
in one place

How to find
correlations?

Find.  
biggest.  
impact. Of single drivers with our 

Machine learning models

Get call to actions how to 
boost happiness



ØWhen you start tracking time with Home Office
Alexa you'll have real data that shows you
exactly where your time goes so you can
improve your productivity.

§ Track hours using a 
timer

§ Categorize time by
project

§ Visual time breakdown

§ Customizable reports

§ See who worked on what

§ Share reports with others

§ See current activity

§ Appointment calendar

§ Video conference

§ Team chat



What’s Your Status -> An Angular Application which allows
you to check the status of your team mates in your work
space on Slack. The Slack Api sends you a list of your users
and displays their current status. Like this you don’t have to 
search each time in your slack workspace what each member
is doing.

Possible feature: Socket.io for real-time updates when user
changes status.

What’s your status




